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Workshop questions
What should be the role of legislation and soft law when establishing the
ethical basis of AI for MASS?

What should be the ethical basis of AI in the context of MASS and could we
learn something from other sectors or transport modes?

General MURAL tips
Select Outline from the top menu to move
to each section of the board.
To move around the board, hold the
spacebar, click and drag.

Aviation
sector
examples

Write here!

Secure AI

Zoom in and out from your mouse or
trackpad or Cmd/Ctrl and + or - from your
keyboard.

Precautionary
principle

Tracebility

Safety first

Redundancy

Trustworthy
AI

protection of
human life as
untouchable
priority?

Desirability
of MASS

how to value
environmental
disasters?

What's the
difference
between moral
and legal
responsibility

Add sticky notes by right-clicking on the
canvas or select from the left-hand menu.

Algorithms
should be
transparent
and
traceability

Wareness
requirements

Look at
Commission’s
strategies
for data and
Artificial
Intelligence (Feb
19, 2020)

Refer to EU
"Ethics
Guidelines for
Trustworthy AI"
released on
Dec.2018

support/equip
humans to do a
good job (best
way of getting
safety)

Roundtable theme:
ETHICAL ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE AND OVERSIGH

Values should lead
to principles..
principles to rules
and rules could
then be used to
decide practical
guidelines

Main horizontal ethical principle considering all
transport modes is respect for human rights. Ships
equipped with autonomous systems should have
equivalent or better safety level compared to
conventional operations of vessels. Life, property
and environment should be safeguarded but the
primary trigger for automation is do no harm. Thus
navigation and situational awareness are crucial for
ethics. Traffic safety should be ensured by design in
all operations, processes, products and algorhitms.
It should be prohibited to make any distinctions
based on personal features in the case of
unavoidable accident.

How to priorisite
the interests e.g.
human life,
environment,
cargo

do not have an
implicit
principle/goal of
replacing humans

Refer to
https://www.moralmachine.net/

Edit sticky notes by double-clicking on
text. To duplicate click and hold the ALT
key.

If we accept that
autonomous
navigation is used, are
there ethical concerns
in MASS AI, or are
there just
performance
limitations?

Ethics of connected and automated
vehicles:
https://op.europa.eu/en/publicationdetail/-/publication/89624e2c-f98c11ea-b44f-01aa75ed71a1/languageen

In case of
accident and
loss of life
who is legally
responsible?

Can AI learn
the concept
of human life
and protect
it?

consider mental
health of remaining
seafarers (wherever
they are)

design to
facilitate
humanautonomy
teaming

What is the guideline for
human navigators? If
collision cannot be avoided,
do they run to ground or
collide? If such a guideline
exists, why not assign same
principle to MASS? If no
principle exists, why is this
more an ethical concern with
MASS?

While human life at
sea is simpler to
count, how to
account for human
life on coasts?
Number of people
effected?

Write here!

There should
always be a
human
override
button

Write here!

There are several tools to implement ethical
principles: legislation, guidelines, safety
requirements, testing, validation, sertification and
oversight, transparency, safety culture, certificates.

Requires Open Round
Robin Testing between
Certifying Bodies which
license systems for use
in a jurisdiction

explainability
to who
lawyers or
developers?

Responsibility
of AI creator to
be regulated
tightly.

assurance
case
approach?

Some sort of
black box
like in
aviation

Clear and
enforcable
legislation

Goal-based
legislation
needs
performance
standards

Must
validate
goal-based
standards

AI cannot be
beyond Law

This is a title...
If AI is controlling
individual processess
(automation), you will
need a person or another
AI to follow the results. If
you have full AI that has a
goal to avoid crash, then
the goal is same with
human ethics?

recognise that
monitoring machines
for a long time is not
something humans
are good at - don't
pretend this is a
sensible system
design concept

What kind of test results and studies are available to support the development of
legal requirements and oversight in this context? Examples of development and
outcome of testing, demonstrations or simulator testing that may facilitate
development of legislation?

How the oversight of legal requirements should be enabled in this context? How
to enable transparency - explainability to legislators and other third parties and
traceability in case of accident? The intention is not to reveil business secrets.

In IMO should
talk about
levels of
transparency

Goal-based
legislation
may be also
risky strategy

Strong conclict
between
transparency
requirements
and business
secrets

Write here!

If Recognised
organisations (ROs)
provide certification,
then states would
need to conitnue to
carefully oversee
ROs.

does this include
justifying
operational
decisions?

trusting
digital
shipmate
(good)
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Summary

Free word - add anything useful, e.g. links, comments, images

Roundtable Summary
Key insights and written summary

Summary
This is a place for a written summary of the
roundtable results...

Double click image
to enter next mural
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